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Multimodal Large Language Models(MLLMs)
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Timeline of
Multimodal Large
Language Models
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Flamingo
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• Input: text and visual data interleaved
• Output: Free-form text

Task Description
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Task Description
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Image Understanding with few-shot prompting

Video Understanding/Multi-image Visual Dialogue



Task Description
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Visual Question Answering



Motivation

• An early attempt to build a state-of-the-art, generalist Visual
Language Model that can be rapidly adapted to different multimodal
tasks via few-shot learning.
• Visual Language Model: ingest visual data(images/videos) along with a
language input, produce language output.
• Generalist: one model can address multiple task (captioning, visual dialogue,
classification) with the same weights and without any post-hoc training.
• Few-shot learning: condition the model to solve various tasks with only a few
input-output examples.
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Related work
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BERT-Based Models CLIP series



Architecture

Pretrained parts of the model are frozen: the Vision Encoder and the LLM
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GATED XATTN-DENSE block 
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Training datasets
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Results
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Limitations

• Generalize poorly to sequences longer than the training ones.

•  The classification performance of Flamingo lags behind that of state-
of-the-art contrastive models.

• In-context learning has significant advantages over gradient-based 
few-shot learning methods, but also suffers from drawbacks 
depending on the characteristics of the application. 
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Conclusion

• Introduce the Flamingo family of VLMs which can perform various 
multimodal tasks (such as captioning, visual dialogue, or visual 
question-answering) from only a few input/output examples. 
• Evaluate how Flamingo models can be adapted to various tasks via 

few-shot learning. 
• Flamingo sets a new state of the art (at that time) in few-shot 

learning on a wide array of 16 multimodal language and image/video 
understanding tasks. 
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Background
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Contributions

• Propose VisionLLM, the first framework that leverages the power of LLMs 
to address vision- centric tasks in an open-ended and customizable manner. 
• Design unified language instruction that matches the format of language 

models and covers various vision-centric tasks including visual perception. 
• language-guided image tokenizer 
• an LLM-based task decoder 

• Showcase their ability to handle diverse scenarios, including random object 
categories, random output formats, and random task descriptions 
• Construct a series of tasks to verify the effectiveness of the model, 

showcasing its ability to handle diverse scenarios, including random object 
categories, random output formats, and random task descriptions 
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VisionLLM

• Framework

• Unified Language Instruction 

• Language-Guided Image Tokenizer 

• LLM-based Open-Ended Task Decoder 
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Overall Architecture
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Unified Language Instruction

• Vision-Language Tasks: Straightforward, similar to NLP tasks.
• Image caption task: The image is <image>. Please generate a caption for the image: 

• VQA task: The image is <image>. Please generate an answer for the image according to the 
question: <question> 

• Vision-Only Tasks: describe vision tasks by providing a task description 
and specifying the desired output format via language instructions. 
• Take instance segmentation task as example: Segment all the objects of category set 

<class> within the <range> of the image and generate a list of the format (c, x1, y1, x2, y2, ..., x8, y8). 
Here, c represents the index of the class label starting from 0, and (x1, y1, x2, y2, ..., x8, y8) correspond 
to the offsets of boundary points of the object relative to the center point. The image is: <image> 
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Language Guided Image Tokenizer
• Images are treated as a kind of foreign language and are
converted into token representations.
• Steps:
• Image Backbone -> Visual features at 4 different scales.
• Text Encoder -> Language Features
• Language features injected into each scale of visual features using cross

attention -> multi-scale language-aware visual features
• Transformer-based network with M random-initialized queires Q to

capture the high-level information of images on top of multi-scale
language-aware visual features to extract M image tokens.
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LLM-based Open-Ended Task Decoder
• Decoder based on Alpaca(adapted from
LLaMA)
• Cons with Alpaca:

• Few digit tokens (0-9), unable to locate objects
by numbers

• Multiple tokens for category name ->
inefficient classification

• Causal Model -> inefficient for visual
perception tasks.

• Solutions:
• Discretized Location tokens
• Category name tokens
• Output format is query decoding: Parsing of
the structural output format by LLM.
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Experiments
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Experiments
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Conclusion

• Designed unified language instruction that matches the format of 
language models and covers various vision-centric tasks including 
visual perception. 
• Developed a language-guided image tokenizer and an LLM-based task 

decoder that can handle open-ended tasks according to the given 
language instructions. 
• Verified the effectiveness of the models on a series of tasks with 

different granularities, demonstrating remarkable generality and 
flexibility. 
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